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We consider some generalizations of Clarkson type inequalities in the general Banach
space setting, arld investigate sever.a1 geornetrical properties of Banach spaces in terms
of these inequalities. The $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}_{11}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ results complement, unify and gerleralize several
classical and some recent results of this type.
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1. Clarkson inequalities Let $1<p\leq 2$ and $1/p+1/p’=1$ . Then $f\dot{o}\prime r\cdot X=L_{p}$
or $L_{p’}$ the following inequalities hold.$\cdot$
(1) $( \frac{||x+y||^{p’}+||\prime x-?/||^{\prime p’}}{2})1/p’$ $\leq$ ( $||x||^{p}+||$ y $||^{p}$ ) $1/p$ $\forall$x, $\prime y\in X$ ,
(2) $( \frac{||x+y||^{p}+||\prime x\cdot-\uparrow/||^{p}}{2}$.)
$1/p$
$\geq$ $(||x\cdot||^{p’}+||y||^{p’})^{1/p’}$ $\forall$x, $\prime y\in X$ .
Clarkson [7] 8 , 2
. (1) $X$ \emptyset -- , (2) $X\text{ }-\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}$}
, , (1) (2) . , 2
type-cotype , .
$X$ , (1) $(p, \prime p’)$-Clarkson . $p=2$ , $(2, 2)$ -ClarksOn
, (cf. [22] ).
, $p=1$ , (l)&t .
, $X$ 1 , $X^{*}$ (dual space)
. $X$
$S_{x}=$ { $x\in X;||$x $||=1$ }, $B_{X}=$ { $x\in X;||$x $||\leq 1$ }
$X$ , S $B_{X}$ . , $1\leq p,$ $q$ , $r,$ $\ldots\leq$
oo , $1/p+1/p’=1/q+1/q’=1/r+1/r’=...=1$ .
,
$\ulcorner$
$(p, p’)$ -Clarkson $X$ , $X^{*}$ ,
Lebesgue-Bochner $L_{r}$ (X) (cf.[29,54]).
2. Proposition Let $1<p\leq 2$ and $1/p+1/p’=1$ . Ihen, $(p,p’)$ -Clarkson inequality
holds in $X$ if and only if it holds in $X$ ‘.
$L_{p}$ Clarkson , $1<p\leq 2$
.
3. Theorem Let $1\leq p\leq 2$ , and let $1\leq r\leq\infty$ . If $(p,p’)$ -Clarkson inequality
holds in $X$ , then $(t, t’)$ -Clarkson inequality holds in any $Lebesgue- Bo\mathrm{c}h\prime r\iota er$ space $L_{r}(X)$ ,
where $t= \min\{p, r, r’\}$ .
4. Corollary Let $1\leq t\leq p\leq 2$ , and let $p\leq r\leq p’$ . If $(p,p’)$ -Clarkson inequality
holds in $X$ , then $(t, t’)$ -Clarkson inequality holds in any Lebesgue-Bochner$\cdot$ space $L_{r}(X)$ .
, $L_{p}$ , Sobolev $W_{p}^{k}$ (\Omega ), Besov $B_{p,q}$ , Triebel-Sobolev
$F_{p,q},$ $L$q $L_{p}$ $L_{p}$ (Lq) Clarkson
(cf.[7,9,10,40]). , $n$ type-cotype .
5. Type $p$ and cotype $q$ inequalities Let $1<p\leq 2$ and $1/p+1/q=1$ .
(3) $( \frac{1}{2^{n}}\sum_{\theta_{j}=\pm 1}||\sum_{j=1}^{\prime l}\theta_{j}x_{j}||^{q})\prime 1/q$ $\leq$ $M( \sum_{j=1}^{n}||\prime x_{j}.||^{p})1/p$ $\forall x_{1},$ $\cdots,$ $x_{n}\in X$ ,
(4) $( \frac{1}{2^{n}}\sum_{\theta_{j}=\pm 1}||\sum_{j=1}^{r\iota q}\theta_{j}\prime x_{j}.||^{p})1/p$ $\geq$ $\frac{1}{M}(\sum_{j=1}^{n}||x_{j}||^{q})1/q$ $\forall x_{1},$ $\cdots,$ $x_{n}\in X$ .
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$X$ is called of type $p,$ resp., cotype $q$ if there is $M>0$ suct that (3), resp., (4)
holds in $X$ . It is known that if
$\cdot$
(3) holds in $X$ , then (4) holds in $X^{*}$ , but in general the
converse is not true. It is also known that if. $X$ is $B$ -convex, then $X$ is of type $p$ if
$\cdot$
and
only if. $X^{*}$ is of cotype $\mathrm{q}(\mathrm{c}\mathrm{f}..[2,34,44,48])$ . Note that any Banach space is of type 1 with
$M=1$ , and $X$ is $B$-convex if and only if. it is of type $r$ for$\cdot$ some $r>1$ .
6. Theorem Let $1<p\leq 2$ and $1/p+1/p’=1.$ If $(p,p’)- Clar\cdot kson$ inequality
holds in $X_{i}$ then $t\prime ypep$ and $cot\prime y^{t}peq$ inequalities (3), (4t) holds in $X\prime withM=1$ , where
$q=p’$ . ($Ir\iota$ this case, (3) $a\prime r\iota,d(\mathit{4})a\prime r\cdot eequi\prime valent.$ )
6 , $M=1,$ $q$ =p’ , (1) (3) , (2)
(4) . , type $p$ ,
cotype $q$ (type-cotype 1) , Clarkson
, type-cotype
Clarkson .
7. Theorem (Clarkson-Boas-Koskela type inequality) Let $1\leq p\leq 2$ and
let $1\leq r,$ $s\leq\infty$ . If $(p,p’)$ -Clarkson inequality holds in $X$ , then for all $x,$ $y\in X$
$(\mathrm{C}\mathrm{B}\mathrm{K}_{X})$ $(||x+\prime y||^{s}+||x-y||^{s})^{1/s}\leq 2^{\mathrm{c}(r,s_{j}p)}(||x||^{r}+||y||^{r})^{1/r}$
holds, where
$c(r, s;p)=\{$
$1/r’+$ 1/s–1/p if. (i) $p\leq r\cdot\leq\infty$ , $1\leq s\leq p’$ ,
$1/s$ if. (ii) $1\leq r\leq p,$ $1\leq s\leq r’$ ,
$1/r’$ if (iii) $s’\leq r\leq\infty$ , $p’\leq s\leq\infty$ .
7 Clarkson . $X=L_{p}$ or $L_{p’}(1\leq$
$p\leq 2)$ , Boas [5], Koskela [32] . ,
Maligranda-Persson [35] . –
, (cf.KatO-Persson-
Takahashi[26] $)$ .
8. Definition Let $A_{n}=\{\epsilon_{ij}\}$ be the Littlewood matrices, that is,
$A_{1}=(\begin{array}{ll}1 11 -1\end{array}),$ $A_{r\iota+1}=(\begin{array}{ll}A_{n} A_{n}A_{n} -A_{n}\end{array})$
9. Theorem (Generalized Clarkson’s inequality) Let $1\leq p\leq 2$ and $1\leq$
$r,$ $s\leq\infty$ . If $(p,p’)- Clar\cdot ks.on$ inequahty holds in $X$ , then $f$.or any positive integer$\cdot$ $n$ and
for all $x_{1},$ $x_{2},$ $\ldots,$ $x_{2^{n}}’\in X$ ,
$\{\sum_{i=1}^{2^{\mathrm{r}\iota}}||\sum_{j=1}^{12^{fl}}\epsilon$ ij
$x_{j}||^{s} \}^{1/s}\leq 2^{r\iota \mathrm{c}(r,s;p)}\{2^{n}\sum_{j=1}^{\mathrm{I}}||\prime x_{j}.||^{r}\}^{1/r}$ ,
where $c(r, s;p)$ is the same as in Theorem 7.
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9 Clarkson , -
Clarkson (GCI) . $\prime r\iota=1$ , (GCI) $l3;(\mathrm{C}\mathrm{B}\mathrm{K}_{X})$ .
$X=L_{p}$ or $L_{p’}(1\leq p\leq 2)$ , (GCI) Kato [23] . 9
$n$ , $(r, s)=(p,p’)$ (cf. [26]).
9 , (cf.Takahashi-
Kato[61] $)$ .
10. Theorem Let $X$ be any Banach space and $1\leq p\leq q\leq\infty$ . Ihen for any
$m\cross n$ matrix $A$ and $r\cross$ smatrix $B$
$||A\otimes B:$ $\ell_{p}^{r\iota s}(X)arrow\ell_{q}^{7n7}.(X)||\leq||$ A: $\ell_{p}^{n}(X)arrow pmq(X)||||B$ : $\ell_{p}^{s}(X)arrow\ell_{q}^{7}(X)||$ .
$Her\cdot eA\otimes B$ is a tensor$\cdot$ product of matrices $A$ and $B$ , that is,
$A\otimes B=(\begin{array}{ll}a_{11}B a_{1n}B\vdots \vdots a_{rn1}B a_{mn}B\end{array})$ ( $\prime mr\mathrm{x}ns$ )
G. Bennett [4] . 10 . 10 Littlewood
9 .
11. Theorem (Random Clarkson inequality) Let $1\leq p\leq 2$ and $1\leq r,$ $s\leq\infty$ .
Let $n$ be any positive integer and let $A=(a_{ij})$ be an $n\cross n\prime r$natrix whose coefficients
are independent identically distributed random variables taking the $\prime v$alues $\pm 1$ with equal
$p$ ’robability. If $(p,p’)$ -Clarkson inequality holds in $X,$ then for all $x_{1},$ $x_{2},$ $\ldots,$ $x_{n}inX$
$\mathrm{E}(\sum_{i=1}^{n}||\sum_{j---1}^{r\iota}a_{ij}x_{j}||^{s})1/s\leq n^{c(r,s_{j}p)}(\sum_{j=1}^{r\iota}||x^{\iota}$ .j $||^{r})^{1/r}$ ,
where $c(r, s;p)$ is the $sa^{r}rr\iota e$ as in Theorem 7.
6 (cf.Takahashi-Kato [53], see also [26]). $X=L_{p}$
or $L_{p’}(1\leq p\leq 2)$ , Tonge [67] ,
Bennett [4]
. , . , $X$ type $p$
, Tonge[67] .
12. $p$-uniformly smooth and $q$-uniformly convex spaces
A Banach space $X$ is called $q$ -uniformly convex $(2\leq q<\infty)$ if there is $C>0$ such
that $\delta_{X}(\epsilon)\geq C\epsilon^{q}$ for all $0<\epsilon<2$ . $X$ is called $p$ -uniformly smooth $(1 \leq p\leq 2)$ if there
is $K>0$ such that $\rho x(\tau)\leq K\tau^{1^{y}}\mathrm{f}\dot{\mathrm{o}}\mathrm{r}.\mathrm{a}11\tau>0$ . It is well-known that $X$ is. p-uniformly
smooth if and only if $X^{*}i_{6}$. $q- uniforml^{t}y$ convex, where $1<p$ $\leq 2$ arld $1/p+1/q=1$ .
Note that any Ballach space is 1-uniformly smooth with $K=1$ . $X$ is called uniformly
convex if. $\delta_{X}(\in)>0$ for all $0<\mathit{6}<2,$ $uniforml^{l}y$ smooth if $\rho$X $(\tau)/\tauarrow 0$ as $\tauarrow$ O, and
uniformly non-square if $\delta_{\lambda’}(\epsilon)>0$ for some $0<\epsilon<2$ . $\mathrm{H}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{e},$ $\delta_{X}(\in)$ resp. $\rho$X $(\tau)$ is the
modulus of convexity, resp., smoothness of $X$ , that is,
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$\delta_{X}(\epsilon):=\inf.$ { $1-||$ $(x+y)/2||$ ; $||$x-y $||\geq\epsilon$ , $x,$ $\prime y\in B_{X}$ } $(0<\epsilon<2)$
$\rho_{X}(\tau):=\sup\{\frac{1}{2}(||x+\prime y||+||x-\ell y||)-1;||$ x $||=1,$ $||\prime y||\leq\tau\}$ $(\tau>0)$
13. Theorem ($p$-uniform smoothness) Let $1<p\leq 2$ and $1\leq s<\infty$ . The
following are equivalent.
(i) $X$ is $p$ -uniformly smooth.
(ii) There exists $K\geq 1$ such that
(5) $(. \frac{||\prime x+\prime y||^{s}+||\prime x\cdot-\prime y||^{s}}{2})^{1/s}\leq(||x||^{p}+||Ky||^{p})^{1/p}$ $\forall$x, $y\in X$ .
If $p\leq s<\infty$ , in $additio^{t}r\iota$:
(iii) There exists $K\geq 1$ such that
(6) $( \frac{1}{2^{n}}\sum_{\theta_{J}=\pm 1}||\mathrm{J}$e $\theta$jxj $|$D $1/s$. $\leq(||x_{1}||^{p}+$g $||Kx_{j}||^{p}$) $1/p\forall$x1, $\cdot$ . . , $x_{n}\in X$ .
Note that if (5) holds in $X$ with $K\geq 1$ , then (6) holds in $X$ with the sarne constant
$K\geq 1$
13 , $s=p’$ (5) (6) $K$ ,
$K=1$ , (5) $(p, \prime p’)- \mathrm{C}1.\mathrm{a}$rkson , (6) type $p$ (type
1) . , $1\leq s<p$ (i) (iii) , (ii)
$K$ (cf.Takahashi-HashimotO-Kato[63]).
14. Corollary Let $1\leq p\leq 2$ . If $(p,p’)$ -Clarkson inequality holds in $X$ , then (3)
holds in $X$ with $M=1$ , that is, $X$ is of $t^{;}y’pep$ with type $pC^{\cdot}\mathit{0}’r\iota stantl$ .
15. Theorem ($q$-uniform convexity) Let $2\leq q<$ oo and $1<t$ $\leq\infty$ . The
following are equivalent.
(i) $X$ is $q$ -uniformly convex.
(ii) There exists $0<C\leq 1$ such that
(7) $(. \frac{||x+y||^{t}+||x-\prime y||^{t}}{2}.)^{1/t}\geq(||x||^{q}+||C\prime y||^{q})^{1/q}$ $\forall$x, $\prime y\in X$ .
If $1<t\leq q$ , in addition:
(iii) There exists $0<C\leq 1$ such that
(8) $( \frac{1}{2^{n}}\sum_{\theta_{j}=\pm 1}||\sum_{j=1}^{r\iota}\theta$jxj $||^{t})^{1/t} \geq(||x_{1}||^{q}+\sum_{j=2}^{n}||Cx_{j}||^{q})^{1/q}\forall$x1, $\cdot$ . . , $x_{\dot{n}}\in X$ .
Note that if (7) holds in $X$ with $0<C\leq 1$ , then (8) holds in $Xu\prime ith$ the same
constant $0<C\leq 1$ .
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15 , $t=p’,$ $1/p+1/q=1$ (7) (8) $C$
, $C=1$ , (7) (2) , (8) cotype $q$ (cotype
1) . , $t>q$ (i) (iii) , (ii)
$C$ $(\mathrm{c}\mathrm{f}\cdot. [63])$ .
16. Corollary Let $1\leq p\leq 2.$ If. $(p_{7}p’)$ -Clarkson inequality holds in $X$ , then (4)
holds in $X$ with $M=1$ , where $q=p’$ , that is, $X$ is of cotype $q$ with cotype $q$ constant 1.
17. Theorem ($p$-uniform smoothness and $q$-uniform convexity for $L_{r}(X)$ )
(i) Let $1<p\leq 2$ and $p\leq r\leq \mathit{8}.$ Then $p$-uniform smoothness $ir\iota equalit\prime y$
(9) $( \frac{||x+\prime y||^{s}+||x\cdot-\prime y||^{s}}{2}$.)
$1/s$.
$\leq(||x||^{p}+||Ky||^{p})^{1/p}$ $\forall$x, $\prime y\in X$
holds in $X$ if and only if it holds in $L_{r}(X)$ with the same constant $K\geq 1$ .
(ii) Let $2\leq q<\infty$ and $1<t\leq r\leq q$ . Then $q$ -uniform convexity inequality
(10) $( \frac{||x+y||^{t}+||x-y||^{t}}{2})^{1/t}\geq(||x||^{q}+||Cy||^{q})^{1/q}$ $\forall$x, $y\in X$
holds in $X$ if and only if it holds $ir\iota L_{r}(X)$ with the same constant $0<C\leq 1$ .
17 , $s=p’,$ $K$ =1 , (i) $(p,p’)$ -Clarkson $\text{ }$. Lebesgue-
Bochner $L_{r}$,(X) (cf. 4).
18. Theorem (duality) Let $1\leq p\leq 2,1<s<\infty$ and $1/p+1/q=1/s+1/t=1$ .
Let $1\leq K<\infty$ . Then
(11) $( \frac{1}{2^{n}}\sum_{\theta_{j}=\pm 1}||\sum_{j=1}^{r\iota}\theta$j $x$j $||^{\mathrm{b}}$.) $1/s \leq(||x_{1}||^{p}+\sum_{j=2}^{n}||$ K$x_{j}.||^{p})^{1/p}$ for $X$
implies
(12) $( \frac{1}{2^{n}}\sum_{\theta_{j}=\pm 1}||\sum_{j=1}^{r\iota}\theta$jxD $1/t \geq(||x_{1}^{*}||^{q}+\sum_{j=2}^{n}||K^{-1}x_{j}^{*}||^{q})^{1/q}$ $fo$ r $X^{*}$ .
If $p\leq s<$ oo the converse is true.
18 , $p\leq s<\infty$ (11), (12) $K$ . ,
$n=2$ $p>s$ , (11), (12) $K$ . , (11)
$X$ $p$-uniform smoothness, (12) $X^{*}$ $q$-uniform convexity
.
19. $B$-convexity and $B_{n}$-convexity $X$ is said to be uniformly non-Q (or $B_{n^{-}}$
convex) provided there exists $\epsilon(0<\epsilon< 1)$ such that for all $x_{1}$ , ..., $x_{n}\in Bx$ there exist
$\epsilon$j $(\epsilon j=\pm 1)$ satisfying
$||\in 1x1$ $+...$ $+\epsilon$nx$n||\leq n(1-\epsilon)$ ,
where $B_{X}$ denotes the closed unit ball of $X1X$ is called $B$ -convex if $X$ is $B_{n}$. -convex for
some $n$ . It is well-known that $X$ is $B$ -convex if and only if it is of type $p$ for some $p>1$ .
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20. Theorem Let $R_{\iota}.,$ be a $2^{n}\cross n$ Rademacher $rr\iota atrix\cdot$ and $1<p<\infty$ . For $a$
Banach space $X$ the $f$.oll0wing are equivalent:
(i) $X$ is $B_{n}$ -convex.
(ii) $||$ R$n$ : $\ell_{p}^{n}(X)arrow\ell_{p}^{2^{\prime \mathrm{t}}}(X)||<2^{\prime\iota/p}.n^{1/p’}$

















21. $J$-convexity, $J_{n}$-convexity and super-reflexivity $X$ is called $J_{n}$ -convex
provided there exists $\epsilon(0<\epsilon<1)$ such that for all $x_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $x_{n}\in B_{X}$ there exists $\mathrm{k}$
$(1\leq k\leq n)$ satisfying
$||$ ($x1+...$ $+$ xk)–(xk$+1$ $+...+x\gamma\iota$ ) $||\leq n(1-\epsilon)$
$X$ is called $J$ -convex if
$\cdot$
$X$ is $J_{n}$ -convex $\mathrm{f}\dot{\mathrm{o}}\mathrm{r}$ some $n$ . It is clear that $X$ is uniformly
non-squre if and only if it is $J_{2}$ -convex( $B_{2}$ -convex). It is known that $X$ is $J$ -convex if
and only if it is super-reflexive (James [21]). It is also known that $X$ is $s^{\iota\prime}u\prime pe\prime r$.-reflexive
if and only if. $X$ is $unifor\cdot rnly$ convexifiable, that is, it admits an equivalent uniformly
convex norm ( $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{f}\cdot$. Enflo [12]). Recall that $X$ is super$\cdot$-reflexive provided every Banach
space $Y$ which is finitely representable in $X$ is reflexive. Here, $Y$ is said to be finitely
representable $(\mathrm{f}.\mathrm{r}.)$ in $X$ if. $\mathrm{f}\dot{\mathrm{o}}\mathrm{r}$ any $\lambda>1$ and for each finite dimensional subspace $Y_{1}$ of
$Y$ , there exists an isomorphism $T$ of $Y_{1}$ into $X$ for which
$\lambda^{-1}||x||\leq||$Tx $||\leq\lambda||$x $||$ $\forall x\in Y_{1}$
holds.
22. Theorem Let $A_{\iota}.$, be an $n\mathrm{x}n$ admissible matrix$\cdot$ and $1<p<\infty.$ For a Banach
space $X$ the following $a^{i}re$ equivalent:
(i) $X$ is $J_{n}$ -convex.
(ii) $||$An; $C_{p}^{n}(X)arrow C_{p}^{n}(X)||<n$.




Here $A_{n}$.is defined by
$A_{n}=\{\begin{array}{lllll}\ddots \ddots \ddots 1 1 \end{array})$
23. Theorem Let $X$ be a Banach space and $1<r\leq p\leq s<\infty$ . Then for any
Lebesgue-Bochner space $L_{p}(X)$ and $f$.b $r$ any $rn\cross n$ matrix $A=(a_{ij})$ , it holds
$||$A: $\ell_{r}^{n}$ (L$p(X)$ ) $arrow\ell_{s}^{rn}$ (L$p$ (X)) $||\leq||$A: $p_{r}^{\iota}(X)arrow\ell_{s}^{m}(X)||$ .
23 $X$ Lebesgue-Bochner $L_{r}$ (X)
. 20, 22 .
24. Corollary Let $1<p<\infty$ . Then:
(i) The Lebesgue-Bochner $s.\prime paceL_{p}(X)$ is $uniforml’/\{non- squar\cdot e$ if. and only if $X$ is.
(ii) $L_{p}(X)$ is $B_{n}$ -convex if and only if $X$ is.
(iii) $L_{p}(X)$ is $J_{n}$ -convex if and only if $X$ is.
(iv) $L_{p}(X)$ is $B- c.or\iota vex$ if and only if $X$ is.
(v) $L_{p}(X)$ is $6’.upe’\gamma\cdot-\prime r\cdot efle\prime x\cdot ive$ if and only if $X$ is
, Clarkson
. , ( ),
( ) , ( ) , Hanner
$\text{ }-\text{ }\backslash$ , voll Neumann-Jordan ,
James , $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\dot{.}\dot{\mathrm{a}}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$
, , Hlawka absolute norm .
( )
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